Gator Getter Arrow Instructions

Line from the reel is inserted thru the hole in the nock
end of the arrow then run down to the head that is
detached from the arrow and inserted thru the center
drilled hole in the middle of the Gator Point. Tie the line
on using a 3 inch loop in the line. Form a loop in the line
about 6-7 inches from the knot for your loop. Slip this
loop under the O-ring on the shaft and then slide the
point on the end of the arrow. Pull the loop tight and
slide the o-ring up against the end of the knot on the
loop, make sure you have about a 6 inch loop of line
under the O-ring, and the line or loop going to the point
is tight. This will keep the head on the end of the arrow
and allow the loop to be secure under the O-ring so it
will pull out and allow the head to detach from the shaft
after impact. Make sure loop and line running to nock
end of arrow are on the same side and in-line along the
shaft.

Pull the line snug against the arrow shaft thru the nock
hole of the arrow and slip a half hitch over the nock end
of the arrow and pull securely. This will keep the line
tight against the shaft and prevent loose line from
hanging off the arrow

.

Lay the line down on the rest and the arrow on top of it
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when you nock the arrow to the string. Make sure to reel
up all slack line and secure so the line will not have any
excess hanging out of the reel. This will prevent line
tangles and hang ups on the bow or rest. Always be sure
to reel up and secure all loose line before shooting every
time!

This attachment system will allow the point to detach
from the arrow shaft. This not only lessens arrow shaft
damage, but allows the head to turn sideways in the
animal so you are pulling against 3 inches of stainless
steel instead of just the barbs and is the only way to hold
very large animals. We recommend our 600# Gator
Cord for this, but 350# or 400# line can be used
successfully with this system.

Good luck with your Gator Getter arrow system. This
system has been used successfully for many, many very
large alligators and is also used to harvest large fish
species including many saltwater varieties and has
accounted for animals well over several hundred pounds.

Thanks,
Mark Land
Muzzy Products
Technical Support Specialist/Bowfishing
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